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Summary

Natural hazards related to deficiency or excess of precipitation, with destructive winds and anomalous temperatures, are described. Moisture deficiency causes dry winds, dust storms and vegetation fires, and surplus moisture causes storms, river and lake floods, snowfalls and ice growth. Wind is a major danger presented by tropical and extratropical cyclones (especially wind-induced surges caused by wind and striking coastlines), spouts and tornadoes. Extreme frost and dangerous heat are related to anomalous temperatures. Other hazards such as breaching floods and ice-crusted ground are also described.

These hazards are classified by intensity and degree of manifestation, and their interactions (attraction or mutual exclusion) are described. Examples of series of natural hazards are presented. Their scope and methods of forecast are briefly characterized. Large-scale hazards such as droughts and anomalous spring floods are predicted within the framework of regular hydrometeorological forecasts. Smaller and short-term hazards such as rain floods, hurricanes and tornadoes are forecast either a) probabilistically (increased probability is indicated for specific regions), b) by tracking the whirlwinds that cause these hazards or c) by means of special hydrodynamic models, which are still insufficiently developed and lacking in data. Finally, various types of responses to natural hazards from individual peoples and society as a whole are described. These responses include hazard avoidance (e.g. emigration), reconciliation with hazards (including protection as the hazard appears) and precautionary protection and control (e.g. hail prevention).
1. Introduction

Climate-related hazards and temporal deviation of weather characteristics from the norm in a particular region and in a particular season, are dangerous to life and economic activity. Such anomalies may be considered as the normal parameters for other regions (e.g. 50-100 mm of precipitation per day can be a catastrophic event in the temporal zone but a normal one during the wet season in the tropics). However, anomalous hydrometerological events, which greatly deviate from the norm and which are widely regarded as natural hazards (e.g. tornadoes with record wind velocity and pressure differences), are not uncommon.

Weather conditions which are unfavorable but normal for a particular area and season, such as Siberian frosts and long periods without precipitation in the deserts, cannot be regarded as natural hazards.

Difficult-to-forecast irregular anomalies are related to sharp changes in climatic system and result from its nonlinear nature. Relations between atmospheric anomalies and hydrological regime are most significant, e.g. the relations between precipitation and floods or winds and raised water levels.

The ratio of the intensity of an anomaly in relation to climatic variability can be a useful criterion in distinguishing natural hazards. It is generally agreed that extreme events are usually those exceeding one, one and a half or two standard deviations in long-term observational series. Under a normal distribution this corresponds to approximate recurrence of such events less than once in every six, twenty or fifty years.

Such criteria vary with different kinds of events. For example, the probability of floods in river flood plains exceeds once in every five years, so only hayfields and pasture are reasonable forms of land use. When the probability of floods is once in every 5 to 20 years, agricultural crops can be sown. Rural building is possible, where the probability of flooding is from once in every hundred years to once in the every twenty years. If the probability of flooding is less than once in every hundred years urban building can be permitted, and if the probability of floods is less than once in every 330 years, railways should be permitted.

The above described classification is useful when planning measures for flood protection and damage reduction in developed areas, or for organization of resettlement and transfer of communications.

Criteria for distinguishing droughts vary in different countries. This fact complicates the comparison of drought catalogues in various regions. One of the approaches for distinguishing droughts includes the following characteristics: 15 days without precipitation, more than 30% decrease of precipitation over three weeks, 20% decrease in the monthly norm of precipitation with simultaneous growth of monthly average temperature by 1 °C, reduction of precipitation and reserves of soil moisture exceeding standard deviation and simultaneously the same positive deviation of the sum of mean daily temperatures above 10 °C (‘Ped’ criterion), more than a 50% reduction in the sum of soil moisture reserve, precipitation and evapotranspiration compared to the norm.
Finally, criteria based on various combinations of surface radiation intensity in different wavebands have been developed to forecast droughts from remote sensing.

The transition of meteorological parameters over the threshold value can be also a criterion for distinguishing natural hazards. For example, excess of moisture deficit over 20 hPa accompanied by wind with a velocity of over 3-5 m/sec., is usually considered to be a dry wind. As already mentioned, most of these criteria differ from region to region.

Finally, the danger which meteorological anomalies pose for a society depends on their readiness to be able to cope with them, e.g. the existence of dams affording protection from wind-induced and spring floods.
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